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The greatest fantasy role-playing series of all time returns with its biggest collection yet! This second
volume of the Forgotten Realms Archives includes the first two ("Savage Frontier" and "The Pool of
Radiance") games in the original Forgotten Realms series. This collection also features "Gateway to the
Savage Frontier" and "Treasures of the Savage Frontier", the spectacular sequel to the critically acclaimed
"Gateway to the Savage Frontier" which can be played separately. Also included are two original Forgotten
Realms adventures: "The Heirs to Skull Crag", and "The Blanket of Night." Fellir, a powerful wizard of the
City-State of Al-Dun-la, and a young man named Svaniril, are the only people who know who his father
really was. A mystery that has baffled the people for a generation now, what happened to his father? The
Dark Lord of the City-State, Sir Cragthor, wants to know. He summoned them to his palace and told Fellir
that they must meet again in 4 years time at the Carnival of Death in the city of Bhabnath. If Fellir returns
and tells Sir Cragthor the truth, and Svaniril is still alive, he will be executed on the day of the Carnival.
Svaniril, Fellir and their friends try to work out what Fellir's father really was, and where he has gone. After
a journey on the winds, and a battle with Sir Cragthor, there is a showdown in the mysterious cave
beneath the Dragon of the Wilds, where it seems that Svaniril had a visitor. Who will win? Will they ever
know the truth? Where are you? Play this week’s exciting Hidden object puzzle game! Can you really track
down your target? In the course of the investigation, you discover disturbing photographs of a young
woman and a man with blood on his hands. Can you find out who the ‘victim’ is and what was his relation
to the man with the blood? Test your memory and track ability! Arrange items in the right order to solve
the latest object puzzle game of this week. Test your perserverance as you get stuck in certain stages!
Hint: All objects are already arranged in the correct order, you only need to to place them in the puzzle
picture. You don’t want to miss out on this exciting 3D-game of this week!

New Lands Paradise Island Collector's Edition Soundtrack Features
Key:
With over 100 hours of development it will take 4+ months to complete. It's more than an iPhone game!
2 Player 2 ways game! to play with a friend.
Challenge Level system.
A Ladder of 200 levels
A story full of unique side quests and characters
Quick rule at touch of a button.
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